Revillusion®
42" Built-in Electric Firebox

Weathered Concrete

Traditional elegance; revillusionary design.

Enjoy classic, elegant features with Revillusion®—the electric fireplace inspired by traditional design. You’ll be entranced by the flickering flames as they dance between glowing logs, surrounded by weathered concrete interior with natural soot markings. The timeless appeal of Revillusion® creates an authentic, everlasting impression.
Revillusion®
42" Built-in Electric Firebox

Capacitive touch built-in controls.

2 ways to control your firebox

Mood-maker Remote

RBF42WC Weathered concrete firebox interior.

Includes tempered front glass, plug kit, and mood-maker remote control.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Revillusion® Flame Technology
Revillusion Flame Technology produces ultrarealistic flames that mimic natural fire with the ability to dim the flames which simultaneously lowers flame height.

Reflective Flame Panel
Includes a translucent acrylic panel that reflects the flames to make them appear from within the logs.

ThruView™ Full-depth Design
Enjoy a full view of the fireplace interior with the ability to see clearly through the flames —no obstruction.

Powerful Heating
Powerful fan-forced heater provides on-demand heat up to 1,000 square feet.

Flame Speed
Allows you to adjust the speed of the flame to create the perfect atmosphere to suit your mood or room.

Color Enhancement
Flame base colors include red and orange.

Realogs® Plus
Features Realogs handcrafted and molded from real wood logs, which contain an inner lit LED light that add a glowing, pulsating effect as if the logs are burning.

Brightness and Flicker
Adjust brightness of interior lighting from high to low to suit the room, including midnight mode which turns off lighting to reduce TV glare.

All-season Flames
Enjoy the unique charm of a fireplace 365 days a year without the heat.

Just Plug It In / Direct-wire
120V plug-in cord kit comes connected to the unit, with option to remove it and hardwire the unit to 120V/240V power supply.

Easy Installation
No venting, gas lines, or piping required; simply frame, wire and finish for quick and easy installation.
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